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The first-ever commercial flight between Israel and the UAE landed
in Abu Dhabi on Monday, carrying a senior delegation of Israeli and
American government and business officials. The visit follows the
announcement of the UAE-Israel Peace Accord that launched
normalization talks and immediately stopped annexation. “Emirati,
Israeli and American officials will begin discussing bilateral technical
cooperation in seven key areas: investment, finance, health, the
civilian space program, civil aviation, foreign policy and diplomatic
affairs, and tourism and culture. The result will be broad
cooperation between two of the region’s most innovative and
dynamic economies,” said a joint statement issued by the three
nations.
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation @MoFAICUAE

HE Dr. Anwar Gargash, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, receives
a US-Israeli delegation led by Jared Kushner, Senior Adviser to US
President Donald Trump, in the wake of the historic trilateral
announcement and roadmap to launch joint cooperation between
the UAE and Israel.

Israel Foreign Ministry @IsraelMFA
FM @Gabi_Ashkenazi: #UAE's decision to abolish the boycott on
Israel is an important step towards peace... I praise UAE President
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan for this historic decision and call upon
other countries to follow the UAE's brave footsteps.
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WAM English @WAMNEWS_ENG
#UAE and #Israel agree to establish committee for banking and
financial cooperation #WamNews
 
Read More: http://wam.ae/en/details/1395302866467

WAM English @WAMNEWS_ENG
#WamVideo | EXCLUSIVE: Kushner says it is possible 22 #Arab
states normalise with Israel one day, fourth country after #UAE
could join ‘in months’. http://wam.ae/en/details/1395302866460
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Hend Al Otaiba @hend_mana
The historic visit by the US-Israeli delegation to the UAE has
concluded, ushering in a new era of cooperation. Our sincere
gratitude to the Trump administration for all efforts to promote ties
of friendship and foster economic and cultural prosperity for our
peoples.

Kushner, O’Brien visit Al Dhafra Airbase as
part of Israel-Emirates trip

Speaking at Al Dhafra airbase on the outskirts of Abu Dhabi, US
National Security Adviser Robert O'Brien said the “reputation of the
Emirati armed forces has gone worldwide".
 
“It is one of the most capable forces in the world and we are proud
to partner with you and serve side by side with you," Mr O’Brien
told UAE officials as he toured the base with senior White House
adviser Jared Kushner.
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